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Introduction
In [Clancey, 1985] heuristic classification has been identified as a widespread problemsolving method underlying various expert systems. Heuristic classification is comprised of three main phases (cf. Fig. 1 ): Abstraction from a concrete, particular problem description to a problem class, heuristic match of a principal solution (method) to the problem class, and refinement of the principal solution to a concrete solution for the concrete problem.
In this paper we suggest a hybrid, declarative formalism for the abstraction phase. It is commonly agreed that generalization of concepts (is-a relation or subsumption), classification of entities ( instance-of relation), and aggregation of objects (part-of relation) are the most important abstraction operations (see for example [Borgida et al., 1984] , and [Nixon et aI., 1989] ). The presented formalism supplements the generalization, specialization and classification services of terminological knowledge representation languages by dealing with aggregation as an abstraction operation explicitly. This is achieved by a tight coupling of terminological and rule inferences.
As described in [Bernardi et al., 1991] production planning can be determined as an instance of the inference structure of heuristic classification (Fig. 1) . The objective of production planning is to derive a working plan describing how a given workpiece can be manufactured. The input to a production planning system is a very 'elementary' description of a workpiece as it comes from a CAD system. Geometrical descriptions of the workpiece's surfaces, topological neighbourhood relations, and technological data are the central parts of this product model representation. If possible at all, production planning with these input data starting from (nearly) first principles would require very complex algorithms. Thus, planning strategies on such a detailed level are neither available nor do they make sense. Instead, human planners have a library of skeletal plans in their minds [Schmalhofer et al., 1991] . Each of these plans is accessed via a more or less abstract description of a characteristic (part of a) workpiece, which is called a workpiece feature [Klauck et al., 1991] . A feature thus associates a workpiece model with corresponding manufacturing methods. Therefore, the first step in produc- tion planning is the generation of an abstract feature description from the elementary workpiece data. In the second step, skeletal plans are associated with each of the features before they are merged and instantiated in the third step, ruling out unsuitable combinations.
In the following section we shall define concepts comprising (a part of) the terminological knowledge of our sample application in a terminological formalism and illustrate how terminological systems support generalization, specialization, and classification. Section 3 will then show how aggregation can be managed by incorporating rules, which at the same time supports the solution of some other representation and reasoning problems in terminological systems. Section 4 makes the formalism more precise and discusses the operational semantics of the proposed hybrid system .
Abstraction in Terminological Languages
In the T-box formalism of terminological systems concepts are defined intensionally. This is done by the use of concept terms that partially describe entities. The language we are using provides in addition to the usual concept operators concrete domains such as predicates over rational numbers . This is especially useful in our technical domain where we deal with geometric entities. The geometry, as the main ingredient of a CAD drawing, is given in our application as a collection of rotational-symmetric surfaces that are fixed to the symmetry axis of the lathe work. An important geometric element is the truncated cone. Since the surfaces are fixed to an axis, they can be characterized by four rational numbers r}, r2, e}, and e2 (Fig.  2) . But not all quadruples represent a truncated cone. So we have to restrict their values such that the radii are pqsitive and the quadruples do not correspond to a line, a circle, or even a point . These restrictions are expressed by the four place predicate tru neo ne-eondition over the concrete domain of rational numbers truneone = tr uneone-eond it ion (rl, r2, el, e2) . This definition can be specialized to a cylinder by further restricting the radii as being equal using equality on rational numbers and the conjunction operator n. Similarly, 4 the definitions of ascending and descending truncated cones, rings, etc. can be obtained by specialization. cylinder asc desc truncone n (r1 = r2), truncone n (r1 < r2), truncone n (r1 > r2), ring ascrmg descring truncone n (C1 = C2), ring n asc, ring n desc Conversely, the truncone generalizes the concepts obtained through specialization. Generalization can also be expressed using the disjunction operator U. For example, truncated cones that are not cylinders can be defined as the most specific generalization of ascending and descending truncated cones: asc-dese = ase U dese .
Since features comprise in general more than one surface, it is necessary to aggregate the primitive surfaces. For instance, a biconic is comprised of two neighbouring trun cated cones. biconic = :lleft.truncone n :lright.truncone n (left C2 = right cd n (left r2 = right rd Here the attributes left and right play the role of part-of attributes linking a biconic to its components. The semantics of the exists-in restriction in :lleft.truncone is that an object is a member of this concept iff it has a truncated cone as a filler for left . The expression (left C2 = right C1) forces the right center of the left truncated cone to be equal to the left center of the right truncated cone.
Specializations of biconic are defined using the value restriction operator V. An obj ect belongs to Vleft.cylinder if it has no attribute filler or a cylinder as attribute fill er for left.
ascasc hill rshoulder Ishoulder shoulder biconic n Vleft.asc n Vright .asc, biconic n Vleft.asc n Vright.desc, biconic n Vleft.cylinder n Vright.ascring, biconic n Vright.cylinder n Vleft.descring,
Ishoulder U rshoulder
Terminological reasoning systems provide an interesting service called concept classification that arranges the introduced concepts in a subsumption graph (Fig. 3 ).
To represent a particular lathe workpiece in a terminological system, the assertional formalism, called A-box, is employed. It allows to instantiate the concepts with objects and to fill in their attributes. A single truncated cone could for example be represented as:
truncone(tc), C1 (tc) = 0, r1 (tc) = 10, C2(tC) = 5, r2(tc) = 10.
The object classification 1 of the A-box computes the most specific concept(s) an object belongs to. In the example it would detect that tc is a cylinder. Now we consider a second truncated cone neighbouring the first one: truncone(tc'), C1(tC') = 5, r1(tc') = 10, C2(tC') = 5, r2(tc') = 15.
IThis service is sometimes also called realization [Nebel , 1990) The object classification would derive that tc' is an ascending ring. But it cannot detect that they both form a 'biconic'-unless tc and tc' are aggregated to a single instance. Once there is an object bi with assertions
bi can be classified as a rshoulder. But this generation of a new instance is not a standard operation in terminological reasoning systems. The selection of instances that are composed to a new object does not depend on terminological knowledge. On the contrary, knowledge about aggregation of instances is part of the assertional box. This can easily be seen in the case that the aggregation is not unique. To illustrate this, let us consider a simple configuration example. Let a terminal be defined as a keyboard connected to a screen. Suppose t here are two keyboards k1 and k2 and two screens 51 and 52. If and how screens and keyboards are put together is not part of the terminological but of the assertional component. So there must be a rule which describes under which particular circumstances (for example because of customer requirements) kl and 52 are connected to form a terminal t1'
Abstraction with Rules
Analyzing the above examples we see that terminological systems directly support generalization, specialization, and classification operations. These operations are based on the subsumption relation between concept definitions. Aggregation, however, is not directly supported by terminological reasoning systems. Instead of enhancing the terminological system with an additional aggregation service it is coupled with a generalpurpose rule system, which also allows to overcome other restrictions of terminological reasollIng. 
Aggregation
Remember the example in Section 2: it is impossible to derive that the two neighbouring truncated cones tc and tc' form a left shoulder, unless there is an object bi with tc and tc' as attribute fillers for left and right. This suggests to add an aggregation rule:
Vx,y: [(truncone(x) ,truncone(y),c2
Aggregation rules collect objects or values to form a new object if certain conditions hold for the constituent parts: "If there are two neighbouring truncated cones, then aggregate them using the attributes left and right". The truncated cones x and yare left and right parts of a new object z, which depends on its constituents. This becomes clear when looking at the skolemized version of the rule (all occurring variables are universally quantified, see Section 4):
Note that it is not necessary to repeat the definition of a rule for every concept in the terminology which describes an aggregate. The automatically computed subsumption graph helps the knowledge engineer to find the most general level on which he can formulate a rule. For example, instead of defining aggregation rules for hill, Ishoulder, rshoulder etc. separately, it is sufficient to do so only for a biconic, the most general composition of two neighbouring truncated cones.
Derived Attribute and Role Fillers
Now we turn to a further difficulty associated with assertional reasoning in terminological systems. Consider the following concept definitions for regular, tall, and flat shoulders:
rshoulder-with-hw regular-rshoulder tall-rshoulder flat-rshoulder rshoulder n (height = right r2 -right rl) n (width = left C2 -left cd rshoulder-with-hw n (height = width) rshoulder-with-hw n (height> width)
rshoulder-with-hw n (height < width)
Note that (height = right r2 -right rt} is the application of a three-place predicate to the attribute chainings height, right r2, and right rl. The object classification cannot identify the aggregate !(tc, tc') of the above example as a regular shoulder. This is only possible if the attribute fillers for height and width are available. This could be achieved by the following rule:
rshoulder(x) -4 (height(x) = r2(right(x)) -rl(right(x)) ,
Varying Size Aspects
Integrating a terminological reasoning system with a rule-based system can also eliminate a third restriction. Because terminological systems provide decision procedures for their reasoning problems, it cannot be avoided that they have a restricted expressiveness. For example, in general it is not possible to deal with concrete domains (e.g. real numbers in the truncated-cone condition of Section 2) and varying size aspects (e.g. sequences) in one concept language in a reasonable way, without having an undecidable subsumption problem [Baader and Hanschke, 1992] . Our way out of this problem is to exclude varying size aspects from the terminological formalism and deal with them in the rule language.
Example 3.1 To represent an ascending sequence of neighbouring truncated cones, the varying length of the sequence together with the restrictions on the attributes over rational numbers have to be considered. In the combined formalism we define a sequence of truncated cones as a rule relying on the terminology:
The predicate asc-list is not a concept treated by the terminological inferences, it is solely defined by these two rules much as it would have been done in Prolog ([x, y17'] denotes a list of two elements x , y, and a rest r). This rule allows us to detect sequences of neighbouring truncated cones in t he incoming elementary geometric data. Please note that we do not intend to solve an undecidable problem here. The knowledge engineer has to make sure that the intended inferences involving the rules terminate.o 4 The Rule Formalism
In this section we are going to make the syntax and the semantics of the overall formalism more precise.
Syntax
An A-box expression with terms is a conjunction of expressions, each of which is of one of the following forms:
1. Membership assertion: C(t), where C is a concept (possibly not defined in the terminology such as asc-list above) and t is a (Herbrand) term possibly containing variables.
Predicate assertion: P(Ul(tl),"', un(t n ))
, where the Ui are possibly empty compositions of attributes, the ti are terms, and P is an n-ary predicate from the concrete domain.
Role-filler assertion: R(s, t)
, where R is a role and s, t are terms.
Attribute-filler assertion: F( s)
= t, where F is an attribute or a chaining of attributes, and s, t are terms.
Atom: P(tI,"" t n )
, where P is a predicate only defined by rules and the ti are terms.
We shall refer to sets of these assertions as (generalized) A-boxes, too. The expression G -+ H is a rule if G and H are A-box expressions with terms. The variables that occur only in H are considered as existentially quantified, whereas all other variables are considered as universally quantified at the rule level. An expression is ground iff it does not contain any variable.
Semantics
The extension of the abstract concept language by a concrete domain is formally presented in , and it is shown that if the concrete domain is admissible, then there exist sound and complete reasoning algorithms for the reasoning problems of the terminological formalism, in particular, for concept classification and object classification. The model-theoretic semantics of the extended concept language given there induces a mapping ' IjJ from concept definitions and A-box assertions into logical formulas. It maps concepts to unary predicates, roles and attributes to binary predicates, where the latter are restricted to be functional in their first argument, and predicate symbols from the concrete domains to fixed interpretations determined by the concrete domain. This mapping easily extends to the rule formalism if the arrow "-+ " is interpreted as logical implication, the "," as logical conjunction, and the quantifiers as logical quantifiers.
Let an A-box expression G and a ground A-box A be given. Then A constructively implies G by (the substitution) u iff (i) Gu is ground, and (ii) Gu is logically implied by A and the current terminology. This kind of implication can be effectively tested by a generalized membership test.
For the existentially quantified variables in a head H of a rule G -+ H new objects should be generated. For that purpose we substitute skolem terms f(xI,' .. ,x n ) for these variables. By choosing a new function symbol per existentially quantified variable, and by using all universally quantified variables of the respective rule as arguments, different ground instantiations of a rule lead to different new objects. We assume without loss of generality that from now on all rules are skolemized and, thus, all variables occurring in the head also occur in the body.
The operational semantics of a set of rules n can now be defined by a monotonic operator T (depending on n) that maps a ground A-box A to an enlarged A-box 
C) U (:3S.C))(a) and the rule C(x) ~ B(x).
Here also an anonymous object satisfying the premise must exist. Unfortunately, whether this object is related to a via R or S depends on the particular interpretation. A similar situation may also occur in the absence of explicit disjunctions as the following example shows: Consider the concept definitions male = ,female, and ma-of-boy = female n :3child.male and an A-box consisting of female(mary), male(bob), child(mary,x), and child(x, bob).2
None of the objects can be classified as being a ma-of-boy. But it is not possible that both x and mary are at the same time not members of ma-of-boy. Hence, it could be logically concluded that there is a ma-of-boy, but no single instance can be found until the sex of x is known. This is one of the main reasons why we have chosen 'constructive implication' to test the premises. If the concept language woul<;l contain attribute agreements and disagreements it would even be undecidable whether an Abox A implies :3xC(x) . above. This source of incompleteness can be avoided by careful use of the rules. For example, the aggregation rules, the derived-parameter rules, and the rules for varying size aspects above, contain only 'positive' expressions in the head, and in the abstraction process their negative counterparts do not occur in the A-box.
A fourth source of incompleteness comes from (2) and (3) An implementation of the system can refine the above operational semantics in several directions.
Optimize Premise Instantiation
The semi-naive strategy known from deductive databases can be adopted . This strategy fires a rule only if new assertions participate in its instantiation. In the process of instantiating a single rule shared variables lead to partially instantiated expressions which constrain the search for the remaining part of the premise. Finding a good sideway information passing strategy [Beeri and Ramakrishnan, 1991] can optimize rule instantiation. It finds a substitution (J for a rule G --. H incrementally by ordering G.
Other optimizations rely on the terminological structure of the abstraction knowledge. Each object in the A-box is classified and the resulting information is used to build an index structure. During the instantiation of a rule's premise this structure provides quick retrieval of objects for membership expressions.
Example 4.1 At compile time rule (1) can be rearranged to
At runtime the index structure is used to find an instance tc of truncone(x). Sideway information passing yields a 'neighbouring' object tc' such that C2(tC) = Cl(tC'), r2(tc) = rl(tc')). If, finally, tc' is a truncone, the rule fires and a new instance f(tc, tc') is created, which has tc and tc' as attribute fillers for left and right, respectively. The aggregate f(tc, tc') will then be classified. An analysis of the premise of the rule reveals that instantiations of f(x, y) will always be a member of a specialization of biconic.
If the truncated cones tc and tc' of Section 2 are used to instantiate the rule then f(tc, tc') will be classified as an rshoulder (which is subsumed by biconic), because tc is a cylinder and tc' is an ascending ring (cf. the definition of rshoulder in Section 2) . Thus, f(tc, tc') can trigger any rule with a membership expression C(x) in its premise where C subsumes rshoulder.
Optimizing the Object Classification
Each time assertions are added to the A-box all "affected" objects-in particular newly generated objects-are (re)classified and the index structure is updated. In general, determining which objects are affected and may have a more ' specific classification and computing the classification is very expensive [Nebel, 1990] . ' This section explores the characteristics of an 'abstraction' to reduce the costs of the (re )classifications.
Our goal is to understand how the classification of an object depends on axioms that are added to the A-box by a rule and which subsets of an A-box are necessary to compute a classification.
Our first observation is that the terminological formalism is directed: All concepts in So, essentially, an object a qualifies as a member of a concept only by belonging to simpler concepts and by properties of its attribute and role fillers. What do these observations imply for the (re)classifications in an abstraction process?
The abstraction process starts with a concrete description. The corresponding A-box A can be split into A-boxes of the form {C(a), Ri(a, b i ), Pi(bd; i = 1, ... , n} containing the membership and role/attribute assertions of a. Ri are attributes and roles and the Pi restrict the b i to constants. 3 Thus, the classification of an a w.r.t. A can be reduced to a classification w.r.t one of the above small A-boxes-provided the A-box is consistent.
An aggregation rule asserts only axioms R i ( n, ai) where the Ri are roles or attributes and the premise of the rule only refers to objects that can be reached from one of the aj through a directed path of role / attribute assertions in the premise. For these rules it suffices to (re)classify the aggregated object n, if the following side conditions hold:
Cl. The A-box remains consistent, 3To increase readability, in the examples in the previous sections Pi(b i ) has always been omitted and b i has directly been written as a constant.
C2. there is no role/attribute assertion R(c,n), and C3. there is no membership assertion C(n) constraining the Ri-role fillers of n.
A similar observation can be made for the rules dealing with the varying-size aspect.
A rule for derived fillers only asserts axioms of the form P( u( a), VI (a), ... , v n ( a)) and, analogue to aggregation rules, the premise of the rule only refers to objects that can be reached from an a in its head through a directed path of role/attribute assertions.
The predicates P also have the property that for each tuple (a}, ... ,an) of the concrete domain there is an element b such that P(b,al, . .. ,a n ). So, u(a) is the derived filler and only a has to be reclassified, if How can the side conditions be ensured? To satisfy (C2) and (C5) we choose a particular strategy of the forward chaining. Note that possible rule applications to the initial A-box satisfy these two side conditions. In successive rule firings the strategy does not fire a rule that adds a new object a with an assertion R(a, b) if it can fire another rule that just adds new role or attribute fillers (e.g. for b). This means that the strategy applies derived-filler rules before aggregation rules.
To ensure consistency the initial A-box is checked for consistency. This is sufficient because the aggregation rules do not cause inconsistencies and if only one rule is responsible for one derived attribute or role they do not produce inconsistencies either. The other side conditions are satisfied without additional requirements on the abstraction process.
Note that we have assumed that only rules of the mentioned kinds participate in the abstraction and that the abstraction starts with an A-box of a particular form. Together with the above strategy this enables a further optimization. The (re)classification of an a w.r.t A can be reduced to a classification w.r.t. Aa ~ A where, roughly, Aa is the set of assertions that can be reached from a through a directed path of attributes or roles. Formally, Aa can be defined as follows: Aa is the smallest subset of A such that for every object b occurring in Aa Discussion In this subsection we observed that terminological languages as presented here are 'directed' from objects to fillers -from abstract to concrete. For rules that respect this 'directionality' several optimizations concerning the (re)classification are possible. More precisely, the optimizations explore the fact that the rules describe abstraction, i.e., they preserve the existing, more concrete part of a (problem) description and extend it towards a more abstract description without constraining the initial description modulo the 'directionality' of the concept language.
Conclusions
The paper has shown how a terminological system can be integrated in a rule formalism for which we have presented an operational semantics based on forward chaining and terminological inferences. It turned out that this hybrid formalism is suitable to deal with aggregation (in addition to generalization and classification), derived attributes, and varying length aspects in the abstraction phase of heuristic classification. The decision procedures for the terminological inferences together with the conceptual simplicity of forward chaining have led to a powerful representation formalism with transparent inferences.
Our approach is based on a decidable concept language. This enables us to automatically compute the generalization hierarchy from intensional concept definitions. This is different from related work in logic programming (LOGIN [Ait-Kaci and Nasr, 1986] ) and query languages for databases [Kifer and Lausen, 1989] . In these formalisms the rule inferences take a fixed taxonomy given as a semi lattice of sorts into account. LOGIN's feature logic provides no relational roles and a query is answered by strict top-down, left-to-right reasoning, which is less appropriate for the abstraction application compared to our data-driven approach.
Probably the most closely related work is the query language presented in [Abiteboul and Kanellakis, 1989] . They deal with bottom-up execution of rules, too, and in particular, they also generate new objects (they call it object identities) for variables that occur only in the head of a rule. But there are certain differences: they employ the closed-world assumption, they have no quantification over role and attribute fillers, they deal with a fixed taxonomy, they do not have concrete domains, and they do not identify an decidable subformalism such as our concept formalism.
LOOM [MacGregor, 1988] , MESON [Edelmann and Owsnicki, 1986] , and CLASSIC [Brachman et al., 1991] are terminological reasoning systems that provide rules of the following restricted form: C(x) -+ D(x), where C and D are concepts, which are not expressive enough to represent aggregation.
A reasoning system along the lines of this paper that also deals wi th the other phases of heuristic classification has been implemented in Common Lisp and has been tested with the mentioned prototypical production planning application [Boley et ai., 1991] .
